
BUSINESS PLAN FOR A PARTS DEPARTMENT

Southeast Racing auto parts store business plan executive summary. Southeast Racing Parts is a start-up company
which provides entry-level oval track racers.

Scheduling will encompass three separate, but interactive areas: order entry, produc tion and shipping
scheduling, and customer service. We will include the decals with all of the orders that we ship. This report
will include trends against goals and action items to address trends. Stock Car Racing magazine has also
extended us the same offer. For example, can you bundle a few things together? Realign Do a gut check to
determine whether all of your hard work is still aligned with your original goals and your mission statement.
Know your margins. Ensures operation of equipment by completing preventive maintenance requirements;
calling for repairs. We know that if a proper SWOT analysis is conducted for our business, we will be able to
position our business to maximize our strength, leverage on the opportunities that will be available to us,
mitigate our risks and be welled equipped to confront our threats. Train the staff to use the electronic catalog
efficiently. We will need to push our service and support capabilities. Lastly, our employees will be well taken
care of, and their welfare package will be among the best within our category startups auto parts retail stores in
the industry meaning that they will be more than willing to build the business with us and help deliver our set
goals and achieve all our aims and objectives. Create your own business plan 1. Make sure you break down
the financial on a monthly basis for the first year and then annually for the next two to five years. Make it easy
for counter staff to identify parts numbers. Constantly striving to supply what the consumer is asking for, we
will continually review what is available in the marketplace, and what isn't. We will receive orders by mail,
phone, or fax, process them immediately, and ship the goods via United Parcel Service. Along these lines,
securing work for our new, larger presses and expanding our value-added assembly capabilities will allow us
to offer a wide range of complete products to our customers. Are they still relevant? Stock seasonal
accessories such as winter driving kits or holiday kits at prices that earn good margins. Also, the many
industry and racer contacts that we already have in the area will prove to be most beneficial in spreading the
word. To have a well informed work force. This information will be reported weekly. We will monitor our
margins closely and, if it becomes apparent that shifting away from automotive work tends to decrease these
margins, a restructuring of our strategy will be needed. We plan on running limited space ads in the local
racing newspapers to keep our name and phone number in front of the consumer. Doing so helps you refocus
your productivity on the most lucrative profit streams. Measures The Purchasing Department will gather
cumulative data related to date material received and date used in production. Zemens Metal will blend its'
sales, scheduling, purchasing and shipping departments towards the goal of providing on-time parts within
weeks of order placement. Your research will help you in putting the business plan together as it will give you
an understanding of the dynamics and forces affecting the industry. In other to continue to be in business and
grow, we must continue to sell the auto parts and accessories that are available in our store which is why we
will go all out to empower or sales and marketing team to deliver. Business plan bonus: Tips to stand out
Investors have little patience for badly written documents. Our past experience has been that showing
measurable revenue from these types of ads is difficult. It should include your business structure, legal name,
location, and the goods or services offered. The parts department makes a significant contribution to overall
dealership revenue and profit; it is therefore essential to focus on increasing profitability. As part of marketing
strategies, auto parts retail stores engage in massive clearance sales and discount sales to attract customers.
Reported weekly. We will intensify our efforts to cultivate long-term relationships with existing and new
customers by involving personnel at all levels of our organization in assuring customer satisfaction with our
products and service.


